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NATIONAL ADVISORY m FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMoRANDm 

By NACA Subcmmittee on Vibration and Flutter 

A survey and evaluation of flutter research and flutter engineering 
is presented, with particular emphasis placed on the design of primary 
fixed surfaces and primary controls. Analyses are made of recent flutter 
occurrences to delineate past and future problems, and detailed appraisals 
are given of the status of the.vszious engineering branches involved fn 
the analytical and experimental prediction of flutter. 

. 

The report was prepared by a panel of the National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics, Subcomnittee on Vibration and Flutter, and has been 
approved by the entire subcmunittee membership. Its purpose is to assay 
current knowledge in regard to flutter engineering, and to highlight those 
facets of the subject which will require concentrated research attention 
if future engineering requirements of the aircraft industry are to be met. 

It is pointed out that past design techniques for the prediction and 
prevention of flutter, while generally successful, have been inadequate 
in a sufficient number of cases to cause concern. It is anticipated that 
an increase in both the number and vsrfety of flutter problems will be 
encounteredwith future aircraft andmissiles. In order to effect suc- 
cessful engineering solutions to these problems, a baclrground of research 
wFll be required, and suggestions me advanced in the report for research 
studies to cope with the anticipated trouble sxeas. 

INTROIKTCTION 

At the December 1 - 2, 1955, meeting of the NACA Subcomaittee on 
Vibration snd Flutter, it was considered desirable to make a survey and 
evaluation of flutter research end engineering. The underlying reason 
for this was based on discussions, which s mmnmized, amount to the fol- 
lowing statement: 
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For the design of militery and commercial airborne vehicles of 
the present and the near future (i.e., 5 to 10 years from now), it 
is mandatory to predict the flutter characteristics to a high degree 
of accuracy in order to insure safety and satisfy demands for higher 
performance. Notwithstanding the excellent research on flutter con- 
ducted by the NACA s.nd other organizations, and the considerable 
experience accumulated by the industry over the past years, concern 
over whether the required design accuracy will be achieved in the 
design-office is based on a marked increase in the number and type 
of flutter Incidents which have occurred during the last 10 yeers, 
and which have resulted in efther loss of the vehicle or in severe 
damage. Corrective action for flutter difficulties has resulted in 
appreciable expense, in marked delay in getting the vehicle into 
service operatfon, and in decreasing performance and increasing 
maintenance on some airborne vehicles. 

For airborne vehicles of the nesr future, flutter problems are 
defLnitely expected to become more severe due to increased speeds, 
aerodynamicheating, andnewconfigurations. This increase in sever- 
ity comes at a time when every effort 3.8 being bent tows&s reducing 
development time and cost. 

This survey was prepared by members of the NACA Subcommittee on 
Vibration and Flutter, and has been approved by the entire subcormnittee 
MemberShip. It is hoped that the report will be of value in an assess- 
ment of the current status of flutter engineering, and in arriving at a 
sound future program of research to fill the gaps in our required engf- 
neering knowledge. 

Flutter is conventionally defFned as a self-excited oscillation 
result- from a combination of inertia, elastic, oscillatory aerodynamic, 
damping end temperature forces. In combination these forces can result 
in unstable motion (i.e., flutter) which leads to mild or extremely 6evere 
structural failures. 

This survey is primarily concerned with the flutter problems asso- 
ciated with primary fixed surfaces and primary controls. Many other 
significant flutter problems sre not considered in the scope of this 
survey, such as those per-tam to heat exchangers for aircraft nuclear 
power plants, speed brakes, pitot tubes, turbine blades, propellers, heli- 
copter rotor blades, variable leading edges, vsziable inlet rsmps, external 
masta, refueling drogues, tow targets, armament doors, hydrodynamicplan5ng 
surfaces, parasite aircraft, and panel flutter. 

As a basis for the further discussion, it is of interest to examine 
the speed-altitude-temperature regimes that sre of concern at the present 
and in the nesr future. Figure lpresents a Mach number-altitude plot 
of these regimes whfch are divided into.the following very approximate 
catagories: 

L 

. 
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Regime I - Transonic speed airborne vehicles. Subsonic incorn- 
pressible flow, subsonic compressible flow, sndtrans- 
onic flow are prevalent. Tqerature effects a;re neg- 
ligible. 

Regime II - Low supersonic speed airborne vehicles. Flows of 
Regime I and. in addition supersonic flow sre prevalent. 
Temperature effects me either negligible or of minor 
importance. 

Regime III - High swersonic speed airborne vehicles. Flows of 
Regimes I and II are prevalent. Temperature effects 
are of considerable concern. 

Regime IV - Hypersonic speed airborne vehicles. Flows of Regimes I 
and II snd, in addition, hypersanic flow are prevalent. 
Twerature effects sxe of maJor concern. 

. 

1 

Naturally, the regimes shown in figure 1 do not apply exactly for a psr- 
ticulsz airborne vehicle - rather they are order of magnitMe envelopes 
wherein certaintypes of oscillatory aerodynsmic andtemperature phenomena 
are prevalent which are of interest from the flutter viewpoint. The 
explenatory notes in figure 1 also indicate the maximum temperature which 
would be encountered in each regime. .Of prime significance is the fact 
that industry is (or willbe intheverynesr future) buildzingairborne 
vehicles to operate in all of the regimes shown in figure 1; flutter 
engineer- is unfortunately considerably behind this development pace, 
as will be seen later in the report. 

The following section of the report contains a historical survey 
and analysis of actual flutter incidents which.have-been experienced with 
militsry aircraft during the period from 1947 to the present. This pro- 
vides backgromd for the subsequent sections, --which deal with the design- 
office and research state-of-the-art of flutter prediction engineer-, 
both from the theoretical and experimental standpoints. An overaJ.l sum- 
msxization concludes the report. Throughout the discussion, an attempt 
is ti to clarify the areas which require research if future engineering 
requirements me to'be met. 

Table I presents a smmry of flutter Incidents which have occurred 
on U.S.A.F. and Navy a.3zcref-t in the period between 1947 to the first part 
of 19%. The incidents me broken dam uuder each'year. The U.S.A.F. 
incidents include both airpl.&es and missiles; the Navy incidents sre for 
airplanesonly. Nocivilianorcommerciala.ircraftwereconsideredin 
compiling the table. 
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Thirteen flutter incidents occurred during 1947 to 1951. Of these, 
approximately 10 were of the control-surface, spring-tab, and trim-tab 
variety whose characteristics were quickly understood and for which rem- 
edies were readily available on the basis of state-of-the-art know-how 
(irreversibility and revised mass balance). This of course does not 
imply that accurate flutter aerodynamic derivatives were available to 
give theoretical prediction results of high accuracy, such as are required 
for adequate design safety. 

h 

P 

Except for one case of tip-tank flutter, which was a special flutter 
investigation, no cases of bend-lng-torsion flutter occurred, since the 
strength required for structural purposes was sufficient to result in 
adequate flutter margins of safety. In this 19&i' to 1952 era, the aver- 
age bending-torsion flutter margin of safety was probably of the order 
of 30 percent or higher. 

Two items deserve special attention. These sre the tip tank and the 
stabilizer torsion-mass unbalanced elevator flutter cases. These inci- 
dents in retrospect could conceivably be interpreted as the first experi- 
mental evidence of serious flutter problems to come, and the greater 
actual importance of flutter Fn controlling the design of aircraft. 

The next era considered is the period from 1952 to early 19%. Of 
41 incidents, 13 ere cases of trim-tab, spring-tab, and control-surface 
flutter (psrtially balanced =d mass unbalanced control surfaces included). 
Most of the trim-tab flutter cases occurred because of loss of the actu- 
ating system stiffness, which should be preventable by adequate design. 
The nine cases of spring-tab and control-surface flutter are approximately 
equal to the number which occurred in the 1947 to 1951 era. Thus, this 
problem area is still not under control, and more accurate and dependable 
theoretical procedures, experimental data, and design criteria are needed, 
especially in view of a proposed trend towards mass unbalanced control 
surfaces and higher speed aircrsft having smaller thickness ratios. 

Additional exsmination of the latter time period reveals that six 
cases of external store flutter (including pylon suspended engines) have 
occurred, compared to one in the previous time period. The extreme 
importance of the external store problem from a flutter viewpoint is 
clesrly evident. 

The transonic speed regime has caused the occurrence of control- 
surface and tab buzz, and combined control-surface flutter buzz. Twenty- 
one cases are tabulated for the 1952 to 19% period. The only known cures 
or preventive means are hydraulic dampers, the North American splitter 
configuration, or very high stiffnesses in the actuating system. Since 
these buzz cases total more than half of the flutter incidents in the 
latter time period, it is obvious that additional information lea- 
to a basic understanding of the phenomenon snd,its avoidance by efficient 
means is mandatory. 
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The all-movable control surface was esrly suspected as a possible 
source of flutter aifficulties. This early suspicion is substantiated 
by the four cases which occurred in 1953 and 1955. It is expected that 
the all-movable surface will continue to be a very serious, first- 
magnitude flutter prObleM area for yesrs to come. Much information is 
considered necessary and essential to indicate design criteria and to 
insure its prevention at sn early design stage. 

One known case of T-tail flutter occurred in 1952. This type of 
configurationmaybe consideredsomewhatsimilartothe external store 
problem in that frequencies are relatively low and critical frequency 
ratios are possible. Like the external store problem, the T-tail, there- 
fore, is expected to be a serious flutter problem and its service occur- 
rence on aircraft may definitely increase. 

It is estimated that current flutter velocity mergins are in many 
cases of the order of 15 percent, the minimum acceptable. The flutter 
csses described indicate that design difficulties may be encountered in 
obtaining the desired safety margins for T-tails, all-movable stabilizers, 
sad external stores. 

It is difficult to review the various flutter cases fairly and 
objectively and decide which could, or should have been predicted on the 
basis of the state of the art. However, inmost cases it shouldbe real- 
izedthat flutter studies of ressonable extent were made before the sir- 
plane flew. Thus, state-of-the-art design criteria end theoretical cal- 
culations , regsxdlerI;s of the precise reasons, may be deemed inadequate. 

Nine flutter cases can be attributed to malfunctions. For about 
six casestbetheoryis definitely inadequate to permit proper engineering 
treatment. No reliable theory or basic understanding was available to 
make realistic guesses for the 21 cases involving buzz. In 21 cases the 
possibility of the incidents could have been predicted if accurate flutter 
derivatives were available, and if the flutter engineers had the foresight 
to investigate the pertinent m&es despite the lack of occurrence of the 
particular type of flutter up to that time. In evaluating the above state- 
ments, the old story of better hindsight must be considered. However, it 
is foresight for which flutter engineers are paid. 

Concerning the future, some new design configurations which may pre- 
sent additional flutter problems are: 

1. Floatingfueltasks 

2. Tip controls 

3. Rotatable or extendable control surfaces 
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In addition, there exists the definite possibility that future flutter 
cases may not involve the simpler fundsmental modes of vibration which 
seem to define most of the cases in the present survey. Higher-order 
modes (possibly resulting from the effect of temperature on aeroelastic 
characteristics) may occur inthe high Mach number and high dyaamic pres- 
sure regties, even though adequate safety for fundamental modes has been 
provided. This contention is borne out in past by results of NACA rocket 
flutter tests of delta wings and chordwise flutter model tests. The pos- 
sibility of flutter in hfgher modes obviously will make the task of the 
flutter engineer much more difficult and will significantly increase the 
area for which accurate knowledge is necesssry. 

In order to cope adequately with flutter design probleme, it is 
obviously necessary that the engineer have an understanding of the phys- 
ical mechanisms underlying flutter phenomena. The complexity of flutter 
engineering arises from t&e fact that at least three of the classical 
fields of mechanics must be simultaneously kept in mind when dealing 
with any flutter circumstance - structures, dynsmics, and aerodynsmics 
are inseparably intertwined. 

In the develo@nent of flutter as a rational branch of aeronautical 
engineering, it was only natural that classical vibration theory be used 
as the starting point. In all essential respects, a complete understanding 
had been reached regarding the vibrational behavior of undamped elastic 
systems, executing small vibrations, and acted upon by externally applied 
forces of known magnitudes. This body of knowledge extended to both con- 
tinuous systems (such as an aircraft structure), and to systems composed 
of interconnected springs and discrete masses. The Lsgrangian approach 
sndthe workof Rayleigh-Ritz also provided-the important clue as to how 
a continuous system could be replaced by its simpler equivalent of con- 
nected springs and discrete masses, that is, by a finite number of natural 
modes with suitable elastic and inertial coupling. 

Finally, classical theory had extended all of the knowledge regsrd3ng 
undamped systems to cover the case of vibrating structures containing a 
small amount of internalviscous damping. 

It was soon found, however, that sn understanding of flutter mecha- 
nisms required a considerable extension of these important classical con- 
cepts. To begin with, the external (aerodynamic) forces acting on a 
flutter configuration are not known Fn advance; rather, they are a result 
of the vibrations themselves. It is for this reason that flutter oscLL- L 
lations sre of the nspontaneousn variety; a small disturbance of the 
system under steady conditions causes air forces to act which perpetuate t 



the disturbed motion. A new branch of dynamic theory, takfng into account 
the particular character of flutter air forces, thus had to be developed. 

In addition, it became clear that the classical concept of internal, 
viscous dsmpLng was not suitable for describing practical aircraft strut- 
tures. Rather, a new kind of damping - so-called "structural'r damping - 
had to be devised in order to brfng theory and observation into approxi- 
mate agreement. Ofpurelyemptiical character, the structuraldamping 
concept essentially entails internal dsmping which is amplitude-sensitive, 
but frequency-insensitive. Once again, new theoretical developments were 
required to permit an understanding of the system behavior with this new 
type of internal energy dissipatfon. It is also safe to say that a more 
rational descriptfon of the nature of structural damping is a require- 
ment for future research. 

. 

While progress along these new lines of study has been continuous, 
f-t is generally correct to say that the rate of progress has been slow, 
psrticularly when cwed with the steady increase in the comlexity 
of practical aircraft configurations. Generalities regardin@; flutter 
behavior sre notable only for their absence, and even-the experienced 
flutter practitioner GXU admit to frustration in attempting to under- 
stand msny practical phenomena on physical grounds. Even greater difff- 
culties arise when attempting to synthesize an optimum, flutter-free 
structure, as compared uith the simpler problem of analyzing the flutter 
mechenisms inherent in a configuration ffxed in advance. 

Much further research is therefore needed along the lines of under- 
standing the fundsmental physical character of the flutter problem. Cer- 
tain flutter c&se8 are of the so-called "tiolent" variety, that is, small 
speed increases cause a well-damped system to engage suddenly In violent 
vibrations of catastrophic amplitude. Other flutter cases are "tild" - 
even at the critical flutter speed, the oscillations are nonviolent and 
appear to be of self-Umiting amplitude. Our howledge of the reasons 
underlying these two types of behavior is as yet incomplete, despite the 
great practical importance of being able to avoid "violent" flutter 
designs. 

Nonlinearity effects in flutter are known to affect sLgnificanKLy 
the system performance around the critical speed, yet here again only a 
start has beenmsde towsrdachLeving arealunderstand5ngofthepertinen-t 
mechanisms. A similar remark holds true regarding the effects of high 
temperature on flutter behavior. 

It is clesr that bedlate need exists for the f ormulation of flutter 
prticiples which permit the designer to understand the engineering nature 
of flutter, and which provide basic design principles for flutter avoid- 
ance inmodern, complicated configurations. These goals will be reached 
only through additional research on the broad subject of flutter dynamics, 
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much as w&s accomplished earlier by classical vibration theory for simpler 
types of vibrating systems.. ; 

ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF FLUI'TEB 

For the design-office prediction of airplane flutter, a knowledge 
is required of the mass, stiffness, oscillatory aerodynsmic, damping, 
and thermal characteristics of the airframe. In view of the fact that 
flutter analysis entails so comprehensive a coversge of engineering 
Fnformation, interrelating a number of the classical engineering branches, 
it is hardly surprising that considerable difficulties sre encountered 
in arriving at accurate engineering results for complicated systems. 

While a variety of techniques are used by flutter grows within the 
industry, the conventional procedure for the flutter analysis of a new 
airplane can be divided into the following main tasks: 

Calculation of the natural frequencies snd natural vibration 
mode shapes which sre pertinent to the anticipated flutter motions 
of the airplane.- Inorderto calculate these modes accurately, the 
-s, stiffness, and damping and the transient snd steady temperature 
effects on these parameters must be understood. 

. 

Calculation of the oscillatory aerodynamic forces.- This step 
entails the computation of the air forces which are active during 
the flutter motions and represents essentially a problem in unsteady 
aerodynamics. 

Calculation of the flutter velocities for various flight con- 
ditions.- With the mechanical and aerodynsmic performan ce of the 
structure understood, the flutter equations of motion can now be 
formulated and solved for the critfcal velocities. 

Calculation of the aircraft response to a forced vibration, 
should such information be desired for purposes of flutter fU.ght 
testing or to provide more extensive analysis of ground vibration 
data. 

The following remarks are in order regarding each of these steps in 
rational flutter analysis. 
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Calculation of Natural IErequencies and 

Natural Vibration Mode Shapes 

The first step which the flutter analyst usually takes In a theo- 
retical flutter computation is to calculate those natural frequencfes 
snd correspondLng vibration mode shapes for the structure (in still air) 
which will probably appear in the flutter motion. This preli&nsry cal- 
culation makes use of basic information on the mechanical characteristics 
of the structure - data pertaining to its elastic characteristics, to 
the distribution of masses supported by the structure, and the mass of 
the structure Itself. 

The calculation of these modes is an essential prellnsry to the 
actual flutter velocity computatFon when a RayleLgh type flutter analysis 
is employed. In the Rayleigh type analysis, the flutter motion of the 
atiframe is represented by a combination of mtions of certain natural 
modes, chosen at the discretion of the analyst. 

It should be noted that techniques of flutter analysis other than 
the Rayleightype are nowbecoming somewhat more popular, thus not 
requiringthatnaturalmodes be erm@oyed as degrees of freedom in-the 
flutter calculation. A significant practical mortance nonetheless 
attaches itself to natural mode studies. Specifically, throughthemedium 
of the ground vibration test of the prototy-pe aircraft, it is possible to 
compare the calculated m&e frequencies and shapes with those observed 
during the vibration test. This sffords an important snd direct check 
of the degree to which the mechanical properties of the structure have 
been adequately accounted for Fn the theoretical calculations. Regsrd- 
less of the extent to which natural modes are used directly in the deter- 
mination of critical flight velocities, therefore, it is expected that 
natural mode calculations and ground tibration tests will continue to be 
a standardtoolofthe flutter engineer- grow. 

For more or less conventional aircraft of low and medium performance 
rsnges, with *ate to high-aspect-ratio wings end without the corupli- 
cation of lsrge, spry masses attached to the structure, reasonable suc- 
cess can be achieved in calculating the lower modes of the system. Thus, 
for example, based only on mass-distribution estimates and stiffness Cal- 
culations msde onthe basis of engtieering drawings of the structure, the 
fundsmental and next highest bending and torsion modes for primary sur- 
faces can usually be predicted with good accuracy, although it is common 
experience that the mode shape accuracy will not be 86 acceptable as the 
natural frequency calculations. This reasonably acceptable state of the 
srt holds even where fuselsge flexibflity is of Importance, and where 
rigid body motions are coupled with elastic motfons. 

With the current trend toward unconventional aircraft, the state-of- 
the-m-t inregardtonaturalmode calculations has unfortunatelydeteri- 
orated substantially. In the case of-&aller, high-speed aircraft, the 
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use of wings of very low aspect ratio and of complex internal structure 
has greatly reduced the design-office effectiveness of natural mode cal- 
culatiom. In the case of large, high-performsnce.aircraft, which sre 
relatively flexible and generaLLy characterized by a variety of external 
stores and elastically suspended masses, the needs of the flutter snalyst 
have extended beyond the lower modes and into the higher vibrational. modes. 
Here also, the calculation techniques have not maintained the required 
high order of engineering accuracy. 

It should also be mentioned that to date there are no theoretical 
methods available-for estimations of the structural dsmpings associated 
with the various vibration modes; these are generally obtained experi- 
mentally during the ground vibration test. 

The reasons for the increasing difficulties associated with natural 
mcde calculations are not difficult to ascertain. The current methods of 
structural analysis, specifically in regard to stiffness estimations, 
are inadequate when a complicated structure must be dealt with. Stated 
differently, current techniques require sn idealization of the structure 
into principal structural components, a procedure which is not entirely 
consistent with the actual behavior of the system. Typical sources of 
difficulty are in the consideration of shesr deformation in estimating 
bending stiffness,-in the neglect of differential bending of structural 
elements in establishing torsional stiffness, and in the inadequate con- 
sideration of reductions in bending stiffness due to skin buckling. The 
appearance of the thermal problem, with the strong effect of transient 
temperatures on structursl stiffness, is substantiaUy magnifying the 
difficulty of the flutter analyst. The problems of external stores and 
sprung masses are also becoming more severe; such questions as the deter- 
mination of the effective masses of liquid fuel, heavy retractable com- 
ponents, etc., cannot be adequately handled at present. 

It is clear, then, that considerable effort is warranted in research 
to improve current methods for calculating natural frequencies snd natural 
vibration mode shapes. Valuable information could be obtained from a 
systematic study of a group of aircraft representative of the fighter and 
heavy bomber categories. Calculations of the mode shapes by the best 
available methods, campsred with accurate ground vibration observations 
of the prototype aircraft, would probably disclose suitable.avenues for 
refinement of the analytical design techniques. It must be appreciated, 
however, that such studies are both expensive and time consuming; cer- 
tainly nothing of this order of magnitude is presently incorporated in 
research in this country. While each c-any attempts to profit from 
its design ~eriences with each new aircraft model, the urgency of engi- 
neering design schedules precludes a systematic study of the type tisu- 
alized here. 
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The problems inherent in natural mode calculations for complex air- 
craft have led to the-suggestion of alternative approaches to obtain the 
required design information. Thus,dyns&caUyscsledmodels havebeen 
suggested for use in the determina tion of vibration modes during the 
design phase when the prototype is not available. Since the construction 
of a dynsmically scaled model of practical simplicity entails a thorough 
understanding of the structural problems.of the prototype, it can be seen 
that substantial advantage is not gained by going in this dlrectfon. 

To refine bowledge of the stiffness chsracteristics of the airframe, 
ft has also been proposed that measurements be made on the full-scale pro- 
totype. This hss the obvious disadvantage of having to await the avail- 
ability of the prototype aircraft, snd further poses sdgnificant~technical 
complications. In order to obtain stiffness measurements of the necessary 
accuracy for certain 5mportsnt portions of the structure, such as the root 
regions of wing surfaces, it is found that loads must be applied which 
exceed the design lfmit loads. 

In summary, therefore, it can be said that the present stage of the 
srt is not entirely satisfactory In regard to natural mode calculations 
for present and future aircraft. The importance of such information for 
the flutter engFneer is sufficient to cause considerable concern, and an 
aggressive and expanded resesrch effort in thfs area seems warranted. 

Calculation of OsciUatory Air Forces 

The proper det ermination of oscillatory aerodynsmic forces in flutter 
analysis is vital, as without these forces we are dealing with conservative 
or structurally dsmped mechanical systems. Examination of the mathematical 
equilibrium condition whLch defines flutter, or of the function gdvLng the 
aerodynsmic work per cycle of oscillation, shows that, at flutter, the 
structural dynsmics and aerodynsmics are intertwined so that accuracy is 
generallyneeded inboth of these psrts if accuracy is to be achIevea in 
the end result. Moreover, the type of aerodynsmic information required 
depends on the choices made for the structural basis of analysis. Usually 
this basis is aRayleigh, m&al-type analysis, thoughsometimes it is sn 
influence function type of analysis which avoids the modal approach. 

Many technical papers and monographs, snd a few excellent books are 
now available which consolidate the present theoretical position. 31 
brief, this position is: Two-dimensfonsL potential flow methods used in 
strip snalysis or Rayleigh type snalyses sre well developed. Three- 
dimensional flow methods sre in a continuing state of flux and sre cur- 
rentlybefng definedand evaluated. 

Status of two-dimensional linearized subsonic- and supersonic-flow 
theory: The aerodynamic edifice of the two-dimensional Iinesrized oscil- 
latory flow theory fs now essentially completed. Adequate tables may be 
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said to exist for most routine purposes for the complete Mach number range, 
though special mode gatterns, such ss modes o$.cs~~&r.de_formations, or 
some control-surface problems, may still require considerable labor. b 
Table II is a list of available numerical tables snd the ranges of parsm- 
eters of interest (such as reduced frequency, Mach number, and aileron 
parameters) covered by them. 

Strip-analysis methods: The relatively easy availability of two- 
dimensional numerical results and the extreme difficulty of treating, 
even by linearized methods, the air forces snd moments on wings vibrating 
in sn elastic mode, have led to the adoption of two-dimensional methods 
in strip analysis. In this process each vibrating strip is handled as 
though part of an infinite wing having the ssme normal velocity distri- 
bution as that existing at the vibrating strip, and all strip effects 
sze integrated spanwise in accordance with the chosen m&e of vibration 
to yield the proper generalized forces. For sweptback snd tapered wings 
care must be exercised to allow for the effect of average effective yaw 
of the infinite wing representing the local strip. 

It has turned out that this strip-analysis process has yielded rather 
unexpectedly good results for wings of high aspect ratios, as determined 
by experiments with simple wing models. It has also helped to serve as + 
a means for presenting experimental information ina coherent fashion for 
wings of low aspect ratio. In this manner, experimental correction fac- 
tors for criteria or trend studies can be formulated without actually - 
proceeding to rigorous three-.dimensional flow theories. For example, 
the two-dimensional theory has served usefully in various trend studies 
that have been carried out with physical or mathematical-type electrical 
analogs. It is recognized, however, that lower-aspect-ratio wings for 
high-speed flight require a three-dimensional treatment structurally and 
aerodynamically if accuracy is to be attained, or if assessment of simpler 
methods is to be evaluated properly. Thus, the available theory employing 
strip-analysis methods is limited in its scope. 

Three-dimensional flow methods: The treatment of an oscillating 
wing in an elastic wing mode by three-dimensional flow methods is, in 
general, not in a satisfactory state. The methodsthathave been used 
may be loosely termed lifting-line, multiple-lifting line, and lifting- 
surface methods. It cannot be maintained that any one of these methods 
has been proved to result consistently in useful practical developments 
suitable for routine applications. The lifting-surface methods have 
recently been used to compare air loading distributions and flutter 
results obtained in illustrative examples for comparison with those 
obtained using two-dimensional flow methods. These compsrisons have 
shown that the surface methods ought to be pursued in the direction of 
systematization for routine applications,.and that these will require 
large-scale computing machinery methods. 
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The lifting-linemethodsthathave beendevelopedinthe psst2Cyesrs 
nmber a score or more. Many of these have been patterned to yield the 
Rrandtllifting-line resultforthe limiting case ofsteadyflow. This 
is believed to have been an unfortunate sim@ification. The earliest of 
these methods is that of Cicala; subsequent well-known methods sre those 
of K&sner, as applied by K&sner and Dingel, and of Reissner, as applied 
by Reissner and Stevens. It happens that the various methods sre essen- 
tially equivslent, and that those of K%sner and Reissner are actually 
identical in their application. Shortcomings of the line methods appear 
to be their inadequate treatment of the tip and, as the aerodynamic center 
of pressure snd its spanwise variation are important flutter parameters, 
their inability to define the nr0men-t characteristics any more reliably 
than the two-dimensional treatment. The moment coefficient appears to 
be a more sensitive indicator of the ref' inementof anaerodynamictheory 
than the lift coefficient. Another drawback in practice concerns the 
question of conservatism or nonconservatism of the flutter results, as 
it often has happened that the three-dimensional line methods have been 
unconservative, that is, they have erredonthe unsafe side. 

It appears necessary to go to multiple-line methods or to surface 
methods to obtain sny substantial improvements, or to be in a position 
to judge the degree or range of a;pplicability of the line methods. One 
approach which has been indicated but not developed numerica.Uy is the 
extension of the line methods to two lines, resulting in two relations 
to account for spanwise variations of both the lift and the moment. This 
approach has been used in steady low-speed flow on small-aspect-ratio 
swept and delta wings and hss led to rather good results. 

Lifting-surface methods for oscillating finite wings: A kernel 
functionmethod has recently been employedforthree 4zheIlsional flow 
which is a direct extension of the met- originally used to obtain 
results for two-dimens ional compressible flow. Results obtained to date 
indicate that the procedures lead to reasonable and accurate results as 
far as can be judged. The methods appear to be the most promising for 
achieving accuracy in'the theoretical results of sny of those on the 
horizon. The procedures csn be applied separately to subsonic, sonic, 
and supersonic speed regimes. For the latter regime, it is too esrly 
to state that the advantages will exceed those of other available three- 
dimensionalmethods. 

Methods for supersonic speeds: A number of mathematical methods 
exist for a few plan forms undergoing rigid body-type motions. Rowever, 
the need is for methods readily applicable to elastic modes. AnaQ-tical 
methods that ham shown some promise involve expsnsions of the air forces 
in a parameter such as the reduced frequency, the expansions being applied 
for mathematically defined modes of deformation of the vibrating wing, as 
terms of a power series in spsnwise and chordtise coordinates, for exsmple. 
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A recent numerical development for supersonic speeds for the Wng 
surface problem has been termed a "box' method. This procedure involves 
separation of the plan form into convenient box-shaped areas, and is ; 
essentially an aerodynamic Influence coefficient method which lends itself 
to routine systematization, particularly for the case of all edges super- 
sonic l Several variations of the box method, j.n the choice of boxes, and 
in extensions to plan forms tith subsonic leading edges, are ti the proc- 
ess of development. 

High supersonic speeds - effects of thickness: A useful procedure 
for taking account of thickness and camber-effects for high supersonic 
speeds is based on the following concepts: (a) independence of top snd 
bottom surfaces, (b) the use of piston theory, and (c) the use of a more 
accurate pressure-velocity relation than the~linear one. The method may 
be readily routtiized and should provide insight into aerodyna&c effects 
of thickness, and assist In connection tith snalysfs of flutter effects 
associated with aerodynamic heating for high supersonic speeds. 

Status of some experimental checks on flutter calculations: A brief 
and incomplete listing of experimental checks is given in table III. For 
high-aspect-ratio Wings, this sgreement is good %o excellent, perhaps 
within 10 percent. For low-aspect-ratio wUgs and for control surfaces 
results are much less satisfactory. However, for elastic w2ng modes and 
low-aspect-ratio Mngs, experimental results are insufficient in general 
to provide proper evaluation of the theory. Additianal remarks on experi- 
mental checks will be found in the later section of the report titled 
"Ekperimental Flutter Prediction Techniques." 

Concluding remks : There is a great need for development of sup- 
plementary or modified theories to account for nonpotentkl flow effects. 
Control surfaces of sll types, high angle-of-attack components, components 
having sep==ted flows or oper=&~.~ withis -sep~~~-~~~f~, wing-body. cm- .. 
binations, are fsr from understood in %?-?%=ady aerod$Gmi.c regime. 

.- 

The effort along theoretical lines should proceed, not only in making 
available and usable the existing formal results, but also in sdvancing 
the art towards including real (nonpotential) flow effects. 

Calculation of Critical Flight Velocities and 

Flutter Frequencies 

Once the mechanical and aerodynamic characteristics of the flutter 
system are understood snd can be represented mathematically, the equa- 
tions of motion for the system csn be formulated and solved for the crit- 
ical flight conditions. FMncipal interest is attached to the estimation 
of the flutter speeds for vsrious flight configurations, the flutter fre-, 
quency also being of engineering sIgnificsnce. In modal-type analyses, 
the flutter frequencies sxe of interest in permitting the designer to 

. 

i 
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make certain that all natural modes surrounding the flutter frequency 
have been accounted for; fn addition, it will be pointed out later that 
a bowledge of the flutter frequency is of considerable importance when 
planning flight flutter tests. 

St has already been mentioned that several possible approaches can 
be used Fn formulating the equations of motion. The most conventional 
type of snalysis is based on the Rayleigh modal approach, whereti the 
flutter motion of the system is represented in terms of contributions 
from pertinent natural modes. A second type of snalysis, which is 
becoming mDre populsr because of its adaptability to the treatment of 
low-aspect-ratio wings and complex structures, avoids the modal approach 
and employs an influence-coefficient type of dynamic analysis. F,or cal- 
culations by influence-coefficient techniques, the motions of segments 
of the airfrsme sre treated as degrees of freedom, snd the equations of 
motion for the vsrious segments are formulated. This differs from the 
modal approach in that each natural mode used as a degree of freedom in 
a modal anslysis presumes a continuous deflection and motion pattern for 
the entire airframe. 

It appears that the Fnfluence-coefficient type of formulation of 
the equa;tions of motion will become more popular in the future, since 
this has some calculational advantages when employing large, automatic 
digital computers for the numerical studies. Further inrpetus for this 
type of atkLysis will result when suitable methods sre devised to measure 
directly structuralinfluence coefficients during static test of the pro- 
totype airfrsme. It should be noted that the problem of calculating the 
natural modes for the airframe is not necessarLly penalized when sn 
influence-coefficient type of snslysis is formulated; by simply deleting 
the terms in the equation tich represent the aerodynsmic forces, com- 
putation wiU. yield the mode shapes and frequencies requfred to chec$ 
mound vibration tests. 

As yet, the relative advantages of the modal versus Fnfluence- 
coefficient analyses are not entirely clear, and further resesrch wXU 
be required to disclose the particulsr merits of each. From the theo- 
retical dynamics point of view, it is probable that both sre equally 
effective, that is, with a given engineering understanding of the problem, 
each will yield results of about the same accuracy. However, the relative 
amount of computational effort may be less in one csse than the other, 
partly because a simpler sndmore &Lrectcodln@;proceduce csnbe used for 
the automatic c+puter. 

Regsrdless of the type of analysis employed, the final step in a 
flutter evaluation is the calculation of the roots (eigen values) and, 
in some cases, modes (eigen vectors) of the dynsmic matrix, the order of 
the matrix being the same as the number of degrees of freedom treated in 
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the analysis. Since computational complexity increases markedly with 
the order of the matrix, it is clear that a minimum number of degrees of 
freedom, consistent with rthe desired engineering accuracy, should be used. - 
For complex aircraft, general conclusions sre not yet available regarding 
a suitable choice of numbers of degrees of freedom. The discretion of 
the analyst is still the deciding factor in such choices, which is perhaps 
an inevitable acconqjsniment of advanced engineering design studies. 

The numerical techniques currently employed for solving the equations . 
of motion are generally adequate for the problem at hand. The availability 
of large-scale caputers in the aircraft companies will undoubtedly permit 
an increase in the size of the flutter calculations, enabling more degrees 
of freedon: to be taken into account without substantial increases in engi- 
neering labor and time, and it appes2s that sufficient attention is being 
given to the associated computing problems by numerical analysts to cope 
successfully with the added computational complexities. 

The accuracy of solutions for critical flutter velocities are, of 
course, directly dependent on the precision with which the mechanical 
and aerodynamic counterparts of the problem are included in the equations 
of motion. It has already been pointed out that, in many instances, the 
required design accuracies cannot be achieved because of gaps in our 
knowledge of these elements of the problem. 

It is worth mentioning once again that for msny systems the struc- 
tural dsmping plays a powerful role in determining the critical flight 
velocities. At the present time, only past experience and the ground 
vibration test afford estimates of the magnitude of this parameter. The 
structural damping coefficient varies from one natural mode to the next, 
a consequence of the empirical nature of the structural dsmping concept, 
snd the variation of this parameter with aircraft life and operating con- 
ditions is not thoroughly appreciated. Our knowledgeinthis sreais 
thus seento be definitely inadequate. 

It is probable that further research effort should be directed 
towsrd overall appraisals of the accuracies of flutter analyses. This 
is perhaps best done through the medium of comparing calculated results 
with those obtained from systematic wind-tunnel and flight flutter tests 
(see later discussion). However, while the principal objective of a 
flutter analysis is the calculation of flutter speeds, a more thorough 
understanding of the accuracies required in the mechanical and aerodynsmic 
contributions in order to achieve suitable precision in the flutter-speed 
estimations is both a worthwhile and necessary research objective. 

Forced Response Computations 

From the theoretical point of view, if the natural modes of vibra- 
tion in still air and the flutter modes of the aircraft system can be 
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calculated accurately, then it should be possible to trace the behavior 
of the system'when it is forced to oscillate at sny combination of flight 
velocity and oscillation frequency. Conversely, if correct calculations 
can be made describing the system behavior when excited by external forces 
at various frequencies in the flutter range, snd when the aircraft is in 
flight at velocities moderately below Lhe flutter velocity, then flutter 
predictions of high accuracy will follow automEbticeJ.ly. 

For purposes of prototype flight testing to determine flutter msrgins, 
it is obvious that flight at the flutter speed is impractical; however, 
the aircraft csn be excited by.extznal forces into vibration at speeds 
below the critical velocity and over a rsnge of frequencies covering the 
flutter range, and the flight observations can be compared with calcula- 
tions covering the ssme test circumstances. If-the-two are inagreement, 
considerable confidence can be attached to the theoretical fiutter veloc- 
ity predictions. It is thus seen that considerable interest is attached 
to forced response studies in flutter engineering. 

Forced response stMies, that is, studies of the response of the 
aircraft to externally applied oscillatory loads, is not only of interest 
in connection with flight-flutter programs, but also provides the engi- 
neer with an estimate of whether the flutter mode will be a "mild" or 
"violentn one. Under forced vibration conditions, the approach to a 
violent flutter mode will show a rapid decrease in the system stability, 
starting just below the actual flutter speed. A mild flutter mode is 
generally characterized by a gradual loss in system stability which is 
observable well belowthe critical flight condition. While it has not 
yet been absolutely demonstrated that these characteristics serve to 
define the difference between mild and catastrophic flutter, it is not 
unreasonable to presume that this is the case. 

For a variety of reasons, therefore, increasing attention is being 
given by industry and research agencies to forced response studies. In 
the case of ground vibration testing, the forced response measurements 
define the systemdsmpFng, sndcompsrisons of measurements sndcslcula- 
tions over a frequency range give added confidence to the fact that the 
mechanical properties of the airframe sre properly represented in the 
calculational scheme. 

In general, it msy be said that very little experience indeed is 
currently available in regard to forced response techniques, particulsrly 
in the flight region. With the increasing importance of this facet of 
flutter engineering, it can also be concluded that our resesrch effort 
is sadly lacking in this srea. 

Co~srisons between calculated and observed forced response chsr- 
acteristics of aircraft in flight pose, at present, very substantial 
research problems, both in regsrd to the technical aspects of such studies 
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and the associated costs. However, it would be most vsluable if such 
studies were undertaken systematically for a group of representative 
aircraft. This research backgroundwillthenpermitthe gradual integra- 
tion of this important technique into industrial practice. It might be 
mentioned that certain of the aircraft companies are already using flight 
response studies as engineering tools, and are doing so without the ben- 
efit of an adequate background of research lmowledge and experience. This 
is a dangerous, although perhaps expedient, course of action; it cannot 
be justified on the grounds of safety, save where a high degree of cer- 
tainty exists that the anticipated flutter will be of the mild variety. 
Some evaluation of the degree of risk involved in forced response tests 
in flight may be obtained from wind-tunnel testing of scaled elastic 
models, preferably with forced excitation. 

-AL FLUI'TER FREDICTION TECHNIQUES 

The subject of experimental flutter prediction techniqws is dis- 
cussed under the following headings: 

(1) Natural frequencies, natural vibration mode shapes, and forced 
responses 

(2) Measurements to determine stiffness 

(3) Oscillatory aerodynamic forces 

(4) Flutter models 

(5) Flight flutter testing 

Natural Frequencies, Natural Mode Shapes, 

and Forced Responses 

The role of the ground vibration test in flutter engineering has 
alresdy been reviewed earlier in the report. However, it may be helpful 
once again to summar ize the pertinent arguments. 

It has already been pointed out that the first step in a theoretical 
flutter computation is usually the calculation of a few of the natural 
frequencies and corresponding vibration mode shapes of the structure in 
still air. This prelJmimry calculation makes use of the basic engineering 
information on the mechanical characteristics of the structure, that is, 
the data relating to the stiffness and inertial characteristics of the 
airframe. If a Rayleigh type analysis is to be used for the actual flutter 
computation, these natural modes will later be employed as degrees of 
freedom. 
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The importantpoFntt0 be emphasizedhfzceisthat inamodaltype 
of approach to the dynamic analysis of the airframe, the mechanical prop- 
erties of the structure can be represented wholly Fn terms of the mass 
distribution, the natural frequencies of the &r-plane at rest, the natural 
vibration mode shapes, and the structural dsmping. Except for the mass 
distribution, these properties sre all subject to verification in a prop- 
erly conducted ground vibration test. (Structural dsm~ing can be deter- 
mined by measurrzlg the rate at which vibration dies out when exciting 
forces ace removed.) 

When scaled flutter models are employed it is customary to conduct 
vibration tests fn still aIr on both model and airplane. Direct compsri- 
son of natural frequencies and mode shapes then provides a relatively 
rapid check with regszd to mass and stiffness distributions of the overall 
similarity between model snd -lane. When flutter snslysis is performed 
on 89 analog computer of the passive network type, the procedure for us3ng 
ground vibration test results to evsLus.te the accuracy of the electrical 
sWulation is essentfally the same in principle as the method used to 
check the scaled flutter model. 

In brief, the ground vibration test is, for the flutter anslyst, a 
major source (and often the only source) of basic experimental data per- 
taining to the mass and stiffness distributions (apart from aeromc 
characteristics) of the airplane. The results of thFs test are intended 
to provide himwithanoveraJ.levaluation of a-frame psrametersthathe 
has employed in his flutter predictions. If the check is unsatisfactory, 
measuredgroundmodes and frequencies maybe us&directly fnaflnal 
flutter analysis. The imgortsnce of this checktothe flutter engtieer 
is comparable to that of the static proof test for the stress man. 

Basic concepts: The plan of a typical airpLane pound tibration 
test is generally formulated in terms of concepts which sre derived from 
vibration theory - the theory of sm&U. amplitude vibration of elastic 
structures with small dsm@ng. In fact much useful vibration theory is 
concerned with ideal systems having no dsmping whatsoever. Mathematical 
analysis indicates that such idealized frictionless systems should exhibit 
characteristic natural frequencies of tibration, and that with each char- 
acteristic frequency there is associat& a definite vibration form or 
mode of vibration (commonly calledanormalmode). Mhenanlilndaqed 
structure is set into vibration in one of its normal modes and left to 
itself, theory indicates that the vibration will conttiue indefinitely 
at the natural frequency tithoti change Fn shape and without loss of 
amplitUIe. When one or more sinusoidal forces of equa;ll frequency sre 
ry?plied to suitable points of the structure, it responds by vibrating at 
the same frequency. If the exciting frequency is made to co-rzlcide tith 
one of the natural frequencies of the structure, the smp3itude of tibra- 
tion becomes exceptionny lsrge (theoreticslly infinite if the structure 
is undamped). This phenomenon is called resonance. Furthermore, if the 
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resonant frequency is reasonably well separated frcan other neighboring 
natural frequencies, the form of the forced vibration will be practically 
the same as the normal m&e of free vibration corresponding to the reso- 
nant frequency. 

Experience with practical metal airplane structures indicates that 
the damping due to internal friction is suffitiiently small to justify 
the assqtion that natural frequencies and mode shapes are unaffected 
by it. Hence, it-is-reasonable to we& that mode shapes and natural 
frequencies determined from ground resonance tests should agree with 
results of computation neglect- damping, and with data from resonance 
tests on scaled models - if both the computations and model design were 
based on correct elastic properties and mass distribution data. 

Testing methods: Since mode shapes snd natural frequencies are 
influenced by the mFlnnF?r ti which the airplane is supported, the design 
of a suitable support system for ground testing is of some importance. 
In many csses it is considered desirable to employ a soft suspension, 
so that free body modes are obtained to a close approximation; this can 
be accomplished with relative ease if the airplane is small. Eowever, 
such a condition is exceedingly difficult to obtain for a very lazge 
airplane, since the support must provide great strength to support the 
weightofthe airplane, a high degree of ELexibLLLty, very low friction, 
and sufficient stability to safeguard the airplane. Fortunately, it is 
possible to accomplish most of the necessary objectives with the airplsne 
on stiff supports. Therefore we may regard the development of a flexible 
support system for very large airplanes as a desirable objective, but it 
need not be given the highest priority. 

Perhaps the most isnportant requirements for a satisfactory support 
system are: 

(a) The support reactions must be statically determinate. (Other- 
wise the support system may impose undesirable or mown 
restraints on the airplane structure.) 

(b) The supporting structure must either be very rigid or its elastic 
deflection rates must be accurately known. Iftheprimsrypur- 
pose of the vibration test is to check the flutter model, then 
it will be sufficient to test the model under comparable con- 
ditions. On the other hand, if free body modes are wanted, 
they may be obtafned by a supplementary anslysis using the 
measured modes together with rigid body displacements a8 degrees 
of freedom. 

. 

Sinusoidal forces are generally provided for ground vibration testing 
of airplanes by means of electromagnetic exciters driven by electronic 
power supplies and control equipment. Commercial pickups, amplifiers, 
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and recording oscillographs are usually employed for measurement and 
record3ng of data. Miniaturized equipmentofthe ssme generaltypeis 
employed for model testing. Extensive reading of records and manual 
analysis of data are required. 

hraluation of c Llrre&performance: Current procedures are reasonably 
satisfactory for ground resonance testing when only low order modes are 
required end the pertinent natural frequencies are well separrated. Even 
in these cases it is highly advantageous to employ several exciters, with 
sepszate controls and equipment for rapid visual phsse comparison between 
pickup outputs, to assfst the operator in obtainfng the pure normal mode 
at each resonant frequency. 

In general, it can be said that a very serious inadequacy exists 
whenever Ft becomes necessary to deal tith complex modes of an air-plane 
having natural frequencies close together. This stiuation is apt to 
occur onanyairplane if alsxge number of modes ofthe entire structure 
are required, due to interaction between components (it can occur, e.g., 
if uncoupled frequencies of w3ng and empemmge should happen to coincide). 
The problem is particulsrly troublesome and practically inevitable on 
lsrge, flexible aircrsft car- external stores and/or flexibly mounted 
wing engines. One way in which the Mficulty manifests itself is through 
an inabiuty to get the various mssses of the system movfng In phase with 
each other at resonance. Since the relative phases of mtion of different 
parts of the structure exhibit erratic variations, it is clear that the 
shape of the response cannot be regarded as a normal mode. This is- fur- 
ther conf5rmed when the exciting forces are removed. Each of the modes 
which is present in,the steady forced vibration then decays at its own 
natural frequency; elnce these natural frequencies are slightly different, 
beats appear. Ihder these circumstances it is impossible to determine 
how much of the discrepsncy between forced response and calculated mode 
shspe should be attributed to Inadequate test technique and how much to 
errors in vibration analysis. 

The work of Lewis and Wrisleyl is a very important contribution to 
the development of a satisfactory system for airplane ground vibration 
testing. The basic principle of this method is that the structure should 
be regarded as a collection of Lxnped masses, and sn exciter should act 
nesr .-the centroid of each mass in the eection of vibratory motion. -KU 
exciting forces ace in phase or in phase o 
tive phase angles restricted to 0 % 

position to each other (rela- 
O and180 ); force amplitudes are inde- 

pendently adjustable. The reconanended test procedure for obtaining a pure 
mode is to adjust each force in proportion to the product of mass and dis- 
placement. If the frequency is tuned to resonance snd adjacent natural 

hewis, R. C., and Wrisley, D. L.: A System for the Excitation of 
Pure Natural Modes of Complex Structures. Jour. Aero. Sci. vol. 17, 
no. 11, Rev. 1950.. 
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frequencies are not too near the exciting frequency, then the process 
will converge to yield the desired normal mode. When convergence haa 
been achieved, the distribution of exciting forces is proportion&L to 
the vibratory inertia loading In the desZred mode; because of the orthog- 
onality relations between modes, none of the unwanted modes are excited. 
This procedure has been used very successfully on simple lumped mass sys- 
tems with varyin@; amounts of damping added to the system. The resulting 
measured modes exhibit the eaected characteristics of pure normal modes 
(uniformity of phase throughout the structure, absence of beats in decaying 
oscillation when exciting forces are removed); also they are in close 
agreement with theoretical computed modes of the system. 

. 

The system of Lewis end Wrisley has also been used a few times for 
demonstration purposes on small airplanes. However, in spite of its 
attractive features, this approach has never been applied systematically 
for testing large aircraft where mode interference is a serious problem. 
The reason for this is that a very lerge investment in equipment woU 
be required, because of the number of exciters end assoctited control 
elements needed to match a lumped mass idealization of a complex, attenu- 
ated structure with many masses. This in itself might not be a complete 
deterrent, in view of the seriousness of the basic problem; but there is 
also reason to believe that the iterative scheme for force adjustment 
will not converge if the structure has natural frequencies that are nearly 
equal. .- 

- - 
Need for reseskh: One of the &e&s&steps in acquzLr& the 

ability to m&e quantitatively accurate flutter predictiona with a high 
degree of consistency is to accomplish certain advances In ground reso- 
nance testing. A fundamental research program Is required for the devel- 
opment of testing eqnipment and new techniques. One proraising line of 
investigation would be aimed at developing (and demonstrating by tests 
on structures of suitable complexity) a system with the following 
capabilities: 

(a) To determine accurately all of the natural frequencies of a 
given structure up to the highest frequency that is likely 
to be of any interest for flutter, regardless of frequency 
spacing 

(b) To excite end measure separately each of the normal modes cor- 
responding to the pert5nen-t natural frequencies of the structure 

Although a considerable quantity of theoretical vibration data usually 
exists when the ground-test is conducted, the test operation itself should 
be completely independent of these data. purely experimental procedures 
should be deveIloped.for determinm natural frequencies and exciting the _ 
correspondkg modeti; empIrical crfteria should be used in judging the 
validity of the results. The amount of test equipment should be as small 

I 
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as possible. The principal problem is to eUrtina te only those modes 
whose frequencies sre close to that of the destied mode; hence it seems 
mnecesssry that the excitation should be orthogonal to modes whose fre- 
quencies ace more remote. This suggests the possibility of a system 
using fewer exciters than that proposed by Lewis and Wrisley. COllSidfS- 
ationshotialso be giventothe use of high-speed cwrputers andautomatic 
data processing equipment. Initial developmental testing might be per- 
formed on a small-scale laboratory specimen, preferably with some pro- 
vision for producing variable frequency ratios. l?Lnal evaluation should 
be accomplished by testFn@; several systems whose complwzity approaches 
that of actual airplanes; perhaps scaled flutter models might be used for 
this purpose. 

Another approach which is favored by some flutter specialists would 
absndon the at&em& to excite normal modes, snd merely seek to determine 
the response of the structure (both in Emrplitude and phase) as a function 
of frequency, when excited by sinusoidel forces at various points. Results 
of such a test would be compared directly with theoretical forced response 
data. It will be necesssry to conduct further research in the physical 
basis of structural dsmp-lag of practical aircraft structures in order to 
succeed in a progrsm of this nature, since there is no really satisfactory 
theory of structural demping at the present time. Further, research is 
also needed on the forced response of aircraft hav%ng powered control 
systems, with particular attention to nonUnesr effects. 

Measurementsto- termbe Stiffness 

Because of the great importance fn flutter of the forces due to 
structural deformation, numerous attempts have been made by aircraft 
manufacturers to obtain a direct check of structural stiffnesses by meas- 
uring static deflections of the airframe under known loads. Eowever, for 
anumber of reasons to bementioned tithe followingpersgraphs, these 
efforts have been relatively unsuccessful. Nevertheless the objectives 
of this sort of test are extremely worth tile, and it is felt that a 
research program is needed to develop adequate techniques for this kind 
of testing. 

The aim should be to obtain suffitiently comprehensive flexibility 
or stiffness data to serve for accurate calculation of vibration modes 
and frequencies of the complete aficraft, w to the highest order requfred 
for flutter analysis. Initiallythis workmightbe performed atroomtem- 
perature, although it should be recognized that stiffness measurements 
are likely to play a very Fmportsnt role in flutter prediction for struc- 
tureswhichsre subjected-to aer&ynamic heating. Therefore, it is clear 
that the development of techniques for stiffness measurements on heated 
structures is an extremely important resesrch objective. 
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Since structural titeraction between components has sn important 
influence on vibration characteristics of the airplane, it is essential 
Fn msk5ng stiffness measurements that the airplane be treated as a com- 
plete entity. Obviously it must be stzpported in such a way that the sup- 
port system does not introduce any constraints on the airframe. Deflec- 
tions should be referred to a reference system attached to the afrcraft. 

It should be recognized that a high degree of accuracy is required 
in stiffness measurements which are to be used for prediction of vibra- 
tion modes of moderately high order. The reason for this may be attrib- 
uted to the complexfty of the vibratory inertia loading, which may 
exhibit several reversals in direction vi-thin a sFngle component. Because 
of this complexity, so-called seconde;ry effects (transverse shear, shear 
lag, torsion-bending, and other effects ss yet unnsmed) tend to be 
important. 

Another source of unusual difficulty srises from the fact that very 
lsrge loads sre required to produce measurable deflections in the stiffer 
parts of the structure. Perhaps the solution to this tifficulty lies Fn 
the development of more sensitive instrumentation. 

Hence, it is evident that the develomnt of adequate experimental 
techniques for determining structural stiffnesses is an exceptionally 
difficult problem. In order to obtain a satisfactory solution, it seems 
likely that a basically new technique e&/or a new system of instrumenta- 
tion will have to be devised. 

Oscillatory Aerodynem3.c Forces 

*erimental values of the air forces on osczlllating a5r forces are 
of primary value as a basis for evaluating the accuracy of aercdynsmic 
theory. Although often suggested, the employment of experimental oscil- 
latory coefffcients in a flutter analysis hss been seldom attempted. 

As shown in ffgures 2(a), (b), and (c), a relatively small number 
of oscillatory air forces have been determined experimentaUy. 

The greatest bulk of data existin@; in this field has been obtained 
at very low subsonic speeds snd for two-dimension& atifoils. Its prin- 
cipal purpose has been to prove or disprove the existing theories, and 
it has indicated that the subsonic two-dimensional thegry is quite satis- 
factory, where no separation is present. However, a critical lack of 
information exists in the trsnsonic and. supersonic speed range. 

In the charts alllmownmeasurements are included. Itappesred 
unreasonable to attempt to present charts showing all the possible vari- 
ations that might be of *or-Lance in the flutter problem; instead, the 
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air forces have been classtiied, according to the three basic types of 
rigid modes of oscillation. To date there 3s only one known case where 
air forces have been measured with elastic modes. 

The indiv%dualcharts sre dividedbythepsrameters two-dimensional, 
three-dWensional, and so-called Fnterference effects. The additional 
split between high and low aspect ratio has been determined for the time 
being by a parameter, based on aspect ratio and thickness, established 
in steady-state serodyns&cs. It is belLeved that such a division is 
very important, psrticularly inthe transonic case, sndmQhtallowfor 
computations based on slender-wing theory to predict with good accuracy 
flutter cases in the low-aspect-ratio regions. 

For high aspect ratio, it does not appear that theory till be gen- 
erally satisfactory in the trsnsonic region without considerable modiff- 
cation based on experSmentally measured sir forces, due to the increased 
~ortance of two-dimensional effects. Where some measured aLr forces 
do exist, it has been showntbatrelstivelylarge changes inthe air 
forces occur due to Mach number, angle of attack, thickness, snd thick- 
ness distribution. These effects may be modified sgaJn by ftiite-span 
influences. 

The interference parameter includes air forces measurements made 
in the presence of tip-mounted external stores snd spoilers mounted on 
two-dimensionalwings. It should include, if data were available, other 
interference effects such as strut-mounted and semisubmerged stores, 
fuselage interference (particulsrly in the supersonic region where Mng 
bodies can no longer be ConsLdered separately), and the interference 
between horizontal and vertical stabilfzers. 

A special type of Interference csn occur supersonically on vertical 
or on horizontal stability surfaces created by oblique shock waves orig- 
inat- on the main lift- surfaces, on stores, or on other discontinu- 
ities on these main lift- surfaces. It has already been shown that 
these effects can be serious in stability stMies. The most serious pos- 
sfbility is the direct aerodynamic coupling between the primary lifting 
surface and the stability surfaces. 

The most importantpsrsmeter not indicatedonthe charts wouldbe 
angle of attack, which, if included, would be split Vito effects both 
below and above the stall region, in addition to those at zero sngle of 
attack. In addition, &ILL of the following items can ha- important 
effects: 

(a) Mrfofl section: 
Thickness 
Thickness distribution 
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(b) Wingpl&nforms: 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 
Thickness taper ratio 
Fixed root 
Elastic root 
Rigid modes 
Elastic modes 

(e) Wing-body combinations: 
melage -i.w 
Primary surface on secondary surfaces 
Stores : 

Strut mounted 
Attached and semisubmerged 

The status charts, along with the presentation of the considerable 
number of variables not shown by the charts, indicate an almost insur- 
mountable amount of required future research. It fs therefore desirable 
to discuss in some detail a proposed future research program which even 
in its drssticslly reduced nature w5l.l stXLl require a greatly expanded 
effort in order to complete in time to be useful in the 1959 to 1966 design _ 
period. 

The criterion used to establish the important resesrch areas xill 
be: Where is theory inadequate, or apparently jlladequate at the present 
time, snd where do we have clear indications that checks on supposedly 
adequate theory sre desirable? These considerations till 00 defile 
the Mach number, angle of attack, and configuration. 

Inadequate theory: Subsotic-high-me-of-attack theoretical 
approaches are as yet inadequate. Resesrch already completed has indi- 
cated certti trends; primarily, however, it has been shown that the 
degree of instability is associated with the type of stall being encoun- 
tered. It is necessw to actuaUy measure air forces on finite-span 
elastic wfngs to obtati a more useful approach to the stall-flutter 
problem. 

The actual plan forms ret ommended for investigation wiU be the same 
as those to be recommended for transonic investigations. It is possible 
that in a trsnsonic facility some of the high-angle subsonic work could 
be conducted in conjunction with transonic investigations. 

The trensonic speed range is the most serious regLon insofar as 
adequate theory is concerned. Transonic pitch and trerslation air forces 
me seriously lacking for finite-span wings. There is some hope here that _ 
theoretical approaches might be developed for slender wings, 88 was indi- 
cated in the discussion of the status charts. It appears desirable to 

. 
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begin this resesrch with a series of sffinely related rectsngulsr Kings, 
ss has been done for the static-aerodynamic case. These wings shouldbe 
oscillated in elastic modes. It should be pointed out that, although 
shaking models in elastic modes presents a research technique problem, 
it is, as a matter of fact, as difficult to oscillate three-dimensional 
wings in rigid modes because of the always present elastic components 
which can cause extreme difficulty in evaluating results. In all cases 
air forces should be obtained, at a minimum of three-spsnwise stations, 
snd the overall integrated air forces should be measured. The follow5ng 
psrameters shouldbe investf@;a-Led: 

(a) Aspect ratio - 1 to 6 

(b) Thickness, insofas as structurally feasible, from 2 percent to 
6 percent 

With the above basic test completed, checks on effect of airfoil. 
shape should be mede Fn the slender-wing or low-aspect-ratio region and 
Fn the high-aspect-ratio region. The research should then proceed to 
investigate plan-form effects, such as taper ratio end sweep, includfng 
delta plan forms. It is again recommended that insofar as possible snd 
practical the resesrch be conducted using controlled elastic mode shapes. 

As pointed out previously, of all the transonic problems, those 
involving control-rotation sir forces, for example, I'buzz,fr sze respon- 
sible for more serious flutter problems than from any other single psrsm- 
eter . A need exists because of our inability to predict with any degree 
of reliability the deterioration in damping encountered in this speed 
range. The primary variables requ3rFng investigation are: 

(a) Control chord, in percent of wing chord 

(b) Effect of aerodynamic balsnce 

(c) Type of aerodynamic balance 

(d) Spanwise effects 

(e) Control contour, including airfoil shape ahead of control 

(f) Percent of wing span 

(g) Spanwise control location 

(h) Effect of wing plan form 

A program set up to investigate all of the above factors end thefr 
effects on each other would be impOBSfble to complete in sny reasonable 
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time; however, it is beLieved that by proper techniques many basic prLn- 
ciples c&21 be uncovered. This technique should involve the measurement 
of air forces at several spanwise stations in addition to measurm the 
complete integrated air forces. In addition, it is titally important 
that as prticiples sre uncovered, every effort should be made to investi- 
gate methods of IncreasFng the control dsmping. 

Adequate theory does not exist in any speed range that can account 
for all possible interference effects. These Interference problems were 
mentioned iu discussing the status charts and to some extent in the pre- 
vious discussions cone-erring spectiic speed ranges. Stores must be con- 
sidered a primary problem, and it is recommended that representative 
stores be designed for installation on a number of the three-dimensional 
models. These stores would be typical installations, and the speed ranges 
should be those in which the configuration would be expected to fly. 

The other types of interference such as spoilers and speed brakes 
should also be checked on representative wings built for fundamental 
research. 

Work of this type would be aimed at obtaining generalized results 
in order to reduce the magnitude of the job as much ss pOBBibh. 

Since the reeesrch work must be aimed at generalized results, it 
would be highly desirable to develop and publish techniques that would 
permit rapid evaluation of specific airplane configurations by model 
tests. 

Adequate theory: There,is some reason to believe that supersonic 
theory will be satisfactory/except Ln the Mach number -region near shock 
attachment and for seco&Iary problems of sepsration. The separation 
problem which is not accounted for in any existing theories wiU tend to 
increase tith increasing Mach number, and checks on the percent deviation 
from theory will be desirable. Controls of the trailing-edge type would 
be most seriously affected by separation. Another problem exists in the 
region of shock attachment, since wing oscillation might detach a statf- 
tally attached shock, and the possibility of recurrFng detachment is 
immediately apparent, and this would be difficult to treat theoretic-. 
Of course, the complete wing snd all its air forces will be affected by 
the possible shock detachment problem. 

The specific type of research wSU be United by available facilfties, 
particularly in the Mach number 3 to 5 region. It is recommended that two- 
dFmensionel work which could be conducted in relatively small research 
facilities be performed to obtain a preliminsry evaluation of theory. 
The variables to be investigated would be airfoil section and thickness 
and controls. In the higher supersonic Mach number ranges th3.s work will 
be of considerable value since more of the wing acts in a purely two- 
dimenBiOnal manner. The results of preliminary tests would have to be 



evaluated to determine the -amount of additional two-dimens ional work 
thatwouldbe desirable. 

It is also desirable to investigate concurrently with the two- 
dimensional work some representative three-dimensional as in order to 
obtain reliable checks of the usefulness of two-dimensional resesrch. 
In addition, it csn be expected-that three-dimensional elastic wings can 
develop special problems due to the expected span-e variation in separa- 
tion and shock attachment when oscillat3ng fn elastic modes. These par- 
ticular problems in themselves dictate the necessity for conducting three- 
Wsional elsstic model resesrch on typical plan forms. 

Sufficient data: The problem that has been discussed is not speciffc 
concerning the magnitude of the research. It is, of course, necesssry for 
the research agency to detail the progmms based on the t-e of facility 
fnvolved and the smountandtype ofmanpower available. Maintai&nnthe 
present level of effort during the next 5 to 10 years will not approach 
solving the problems that have been outlfned. This is obvious from the 
status charts, which indicate the availability of all kuown transonic 
and superso+ air forces obtained in the last 10 yesrs. It is lmTmli&tely 
apparentthattbe present levelof effort must be increased severaltfmes 
in order to make significant progrese in the present snd future critic&L 
period. 

Flutter Models 

The purposes of flutter model tests incltie, among other items, the 
foUowFng: 

(a) Aircraft structural integrity determination 
-. 

(b) Mach nwnber and dynsm%c pressure trends in terms of velocity- 

stiffness 3ndices versus M and v t 
be J;: 

to define the critical regions 

(c) The flutter susceptibaity of vsrious new design configurations, 
the critical modes and corresponding flutter prevention design 
criteria 

(d) Evalustion of anslytfcal flutter prediction techniques and of 
need for impr ovements ti flutter prediction theories 

(e) DeWtion of generalized flutter forces (derivatives) from 
systematically conducted tests 
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(f) Optimum design from a flutter viewpoint snd flutter prevention 
means 

. 
A brief evaluation of recent tests appesrs to Fndicate that the emphasis 
is being placed on the first three items. Although significant man-hours 
sre being devoted to item (d) above, additional emphasis in this srea is 
needed. In many cases, flutter model speeds sre compsred with reference 
flutter velocities derived from simple analyses which employ two- 
dimensional, incompressible flutter derivatives even though the effects 
of aspect ratio and compressibility sre significant. It is considered 
advisable to seriously consider the use of a better reference flutter 
speed which is based on more accurate theoretical or semirational pro- 
cedures Which reasonably account for spanwise snd chordwise loadings. 
Although additional time will be necesssry to introduce more elaborate 
reference analyses, it is estimated that a major payoff till occur through 
a significant reduction in the scope of expensive flutter model tests 
where, in general, an ad hoc experimental approach is employed. A better 
basic understanding of the flutter mechanism csn conceivably be obtaFned 
by improved analyses not only in the form of velocity but also in terms 
of margin of stability or dsmping g. The reasons for mild and violent 
modes might be more clesrly understood. 

The last item under (f) deserves special mention. In view of the 
increase in flutter problems snd problem sreas, it appears that research 
in this area, which has been neglected to a lsrge extent, should defi- 
nitely be emphasized and'pursued. 

Brief mention might be made of the desirability of standerdization 
of flutter symbols in presenting flutter data. 

Status of experimental flutter model data: The status of presently 
available information is summsr ized in table IV. This evaluation is made 
from the viewpoint of the practicing flutter engineer who is concerned 
with fairly direct applicability of available data. For some types of 
configurations the information is generally adequate. However, it appesrs 
that almost all areas require evaluation and consolidation of information. 

More data of velocity index type b% P V - - or 
ii- 

.versu~ Machnumber 
a PO b% CL f 

are needed to define the critical dynsmic pressure end Mach number regions. 
For some configurations additional data are needed to indicate the effects 
of fuselage fleXibilitieB snd body freedom on tb.e flutter modes. These 
motions sre especialLy important for wings with stores 'and may be fairly 
significant (Fn terms of flutter velocity and dsmping margins of safety) 
even for clean wings. 
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The areas requirFng psrticular attention at the present time appear 
to be: 

. 
(a) Mass unbalanced conventional control surfaces 

(b) T-tails 

(c) Control-surface buzz 

(d) All-movable control surfaces 

(e) Wings with stores 

In addition, the thinner surfaces proposed for supersonic speed 
ranges require additional data for Mach numbers above 2.5. 

Comparison of model and aircraft results: Unfortunately, there sre 
very few ceses where-modeland aircraft data sre both available to assess 
the accuracy of model test- techniques. Two recent cases me lmoun. 
One case involveda bomber tithpylonsuspendedenginewherethe model 
incorporated fuselage flexibilities and freedoms. If the model results 
were used directly tithout prior knowledge of the aircraft results, it 
is quite probable that the afrcraft flutter speed predicted on the basis 
of the modelresults wouldbave been about I.0 percentunconservative. 
CompressibiUty effects sre negligible in this perticular case. In 
another case tivolving abomber tithseveraletiernal stores (pylonsus- 
pended engines), the low-speed model results taken at face value predicted 
flutter stability although low dsmpirg in sane modes was indicated, and 
the flutter speed in other modes was just above the limit dive speed. 
The airplane fluttered Fn a higher-order wing mode which was not predicted 
by initial model tests. Thus, Fnthis particular case the modelwas SJso 
unconservative . 

Additional comments couldbe made by conqlsrison of modeland air- 
craft results if g - v data for the crftical modes were available. Since 
full-scsle flutter flight tests where actual flutter conditions sre encoun- 
tered will likely not be permitted except possibly by a neax approach to 
flutter, It appesrs highly desirable to obtain model amplitude versus 
frequency response data at several afrspeeds to ccmrpsre with correspondFng 
aircraft data. 

Thus, the few csses for wbkh data sre avaIlable indicate that model 
results csn be unconservative. However, sufficient data are not avaflable 
to draw fairly firm conclusions regarding general flutter model accuracy. 
These additional data are urgently needed and should be obtained. Over- 
conservatism is not desired because of other penalties (weight,,perform- 
ante, etc.) but, on the other hand, unconservatism cannot be tolerated in 
view of the risks involved. 
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Model simulation: For models that can be represented by a epar type 
of construction, it may be possible to simulate the specified (not air- 
craft) stiffness characteristics to approximately 5 percent. In more 
complicated structures where sn influence coefficient approach is nec- 
essary, an accuracy of better than lF, percent csn probably not be obtained. 
The above comments pertain to-model&that are tested in high-density envi- 
ronments since it is extremely difficult to simulate largei low load-factor 
aircraft by means of smsJ.l models tested in low-density facilities. Air- 
craft flutter models should generally be as large as possible and should 
be tested in as high a density facility as is practical. 

Mass simulation (weight, center of gravity, and moment of inertia) 
presents a problem and must be strictly controlled especially where sev- 
eral similar models are used &d repetition of parameter accuracy is nec- 
essary. Mass control to a large extent is experimental and may not be 
guaranteed as closely as stiffnesses. 

In general, model stiffness simulation appears to proceed along the 
following lines. An eV&luatiOn of the stiffness distribution of the air- 
craft is made. A similar or equivalent (not necessary a replica) dupli- 
cation is made of structural elements. IT the aircraft structure approxi- 
mates plate characteristics, then a plate-like structure will have to be 
employed and the usual r'beamologyr' approach must be discarded. Since the 
above approach will not generally simulate local stiff'nesses and since 
accurate duplication of influence coefficients is not possible at this 
time, the higher-order modes and frequencies on flutter models will prob- 
ably not be suffitiently similar to those of the aircraft and the model 
will probably not yield sufficiently accurate results for these psrticulsr 
modes. This problem area should be reBOlVed since the thinner surfaces 
of future supersonic and hypersonfc aircraFt may result in the occurrence 
of higher-order flutter modes. 

Effort in the simulation of actuators a& da&ers is also needed. 

. 

Model support: In testing of lo+Bpeed flutter mdels which incor- 
porate body freedoms, many contractors have encountered body-freedom-type 
instabilities. Most of these instabilities were BOlVed by essentially 
cut-and-try methods. One case is known where the body instability could 
not be prevented even tith a very forward center of gravity. 

In general, it aipesrs desirable to incorporate body freedoms and 
fuselage motions in flutter models even for clean wing models to approxi- 
mate root tipedance effects. 

For supersonic and trsnsonic tests, it does not seem desirable to 
fly models but rather to restrain the model tith approximately correct 
root effects. TrFm surfaces to provide attitude control may be required. 
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The general srea of model support techniques and their possible body 
instabilities deserves further st* and evaluation. 

Component versus complete aticrsft tie1 test-: Wherever possible, 
the entire aircraft including rigid body freedoms should be modeled espe- 
cially on subsonic models where it is more practical to do. Such low- 
speed tests can be employed to determine the desSrability and accuracy 
of component testing by locking out or restraining modes of motion. 

The effect of fuselage degrees of freedom or body motions is probably 
quite Important for wings with stores, T-tails, and all-movable control 
surfaces. Eody impedance cheracteristics should therefore be simulated 
or approximated. Body modes and fuselage degrees of freedom may influence 
even clean wing flutter results and some tests should be made to deter- 
mLne fuselage effects to prov5de aircrdt designers with a basis of evalu- 
ation for cantilever tests. 

Model tests ere considered necesssry to evaluate the advisability 
end accuracy of component testing end to de termAne the effect of fuselege 
freedoms on cantilever tests. 

Simulation of liquid fuel: The similarity rules necesssry for repro- 
ducing liquid fuel effects in models should be investigated if such en 
investigation is not alresdy avaiLable in the literature. 

It appears possible to s&milate viscous effects if a 1:l velocity 
ratio and a high-density facility ace employed since then the Reynolds 
number wouldbe high. Eowever, simulation of other dlmensionalpezemeters 
such as the Froude number which is related to fuel wave length may be 
necesssry. 

Simulation of fltid effects by means of model tests ?in low-density 
facilities does not appear feasible. 

Excitation snd Instrumentation: The importance of deffning flutter *; 
modes in experimental tests is realized. Vibration measuring equipment 
is generally available for the lerger flutter models. Strain-gage equip- 
ment can be used for obtaining data which can be employed for determining 
modes of smallmodels. However, small, lightweight accelerometers 858 
needed to defFne amplitudes at strategic locations and boundary condition 
Fnformation for straLn-gage 3ntelUgence. 

For wind tunnels having high-turbulence levels, no forced excitation 
may be necessary for general flutter research. However, amplitude versus 
frequency data at verious atispeeds msy be required in certain tests to 
evaluate msrginslly stable modes of more complex model investigations. 
Some research to develop suitable methods especially for small models is 
consideredadvisable. 
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Temperature: Models which are constructed to be tested in sn environ- 
ment which simulates temperature effects will probably consist entirely of 
metal construction.--They therefore will be heavy. In view of the present 
difficulty of simulating weight for small models, it may be impossible to 
construct a dynemically similar thermoaeroel.astic model for testing in 
heated supersonic wind tunnels unless these tunnels operate at very high 
densities. If such high-density tunnels were_ available, transient as 
well as steady-state temperature effects could conceivably be obtained 
by Injecting cold" models. 

Other facilities which could be en?ployed for thermoaeroelastic studies 
are free-rocket and sled-rocket facilities. However, it appears ossible 
that a geometric scale ratio of less thsn one even for a re@lica i: scaled 
down, bit by bit reproduction) type model till not simulate heat transfer 
and temperature effects. It also appeers possible that trajectory Umita- 
tions for a rocket test msy prevent attai&ng the proper speed-altitude- 
Mach number - dynamic pressure parameters necessexy for sim.iLating teraper- 
ature effects of sn airplane in its o& speed-altitude environment. 

Since the simulation rules for thermoaeroelastic models ere not avail- 
able in the literature at this time, it is considered very worth while to 
publish a report on this area. This report should evaluate the possibil- 
ities of thermal simulation in flutter model testing using presently 
available and proposed facilities. 

Facilities: Wind-tunnel, free-rocket, and rocket-sled facilities 
exist for testing of flutter models (temperature effects not included). 
Sufficient low-speed wind tunnels are available for the preliminary sub- 
sonic tests that are generally conducted by the contractors. However, 
in view of the state-of-the-art and in view of the lower msrgins of safety, 
airplane and missile contractors must conduct transonic and supersonic 
model tests on a research and development basis. Additional transonic 
and supersonic wind-tunnel tfme ok wind tunnels axe needed to provide 
both research snd development flutter information. Such tunnels should 
be preferably of the higher-density type. 

The sled facility is considered to be au excellent facility for go 
or no-go flutter tests of moderately sized aircraft components. However, 
its control and expense m&e it a less desirable teet facility than a 
wind tunnel. Its utility for those tests for which it is especially 
qualified is well. known end appreciated. 

Rocket-model tests 8;ce also quite expensive end are a one-shot prop- 
osition although recoverable rocket procedures could be developed. In 
many cases rocket tests must be employed, especiaJJy where the speed range 
of available wind tunnels is not sufficient or where aircraft parameters 
cannot be simulated. However, in general, the free-rocket testing pro- 
cedure is less desirable if suitable wind tunnels are available, since 
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. 
more information can generally be obtained quicker end cheaper in the wind 
tunnel. However, rocket tests should be made frequently to substentiate 
the flutter data obtained by wind-tunnel tests. 

The sled facilities appear sufficient at the present time but increased 
use, for example, temperature investigations, may require additional avail- 
ability (hours) or facilities. Sfmila;r comments apply to the free-rocket 
tests except that flutter demands on this type of facility will likely 
Increase in view of lack of w3ndTtunnel faciUties in the high supersonic 
speed range. 

Should a similarity-rule study and en evaluation substantiate the 
possibility of using heated wind tunnels for thermoaeroelastic studies, 
the single wind tunnel being considered by the NASA will not likely be 
sufficient unless a high percentage of time is devoted to flutter resesrch. 
More facilities of this type may therefore be necessary. In addition, 
serious consideration should be given to need for flutter research facil- 
ities for the Mach ntmber range above 3. 

Flight Flutter Testing 

. 
The increasing importance of flight flutter testing as a branch of 

flutter engineering has been mentioned esKLier Fn the report, but a brief 
recapitulation of the underlying reasons is of value. 

As airplsne endtissile performance increases, and es newspeed.and 
temperature regimes are entered into, it appears certain that design dif- 
ficulties from the flutter point of view will become more severe. More- 
over, problems of design-office flutter prediction wiU also ticrease as 
a consequence of the growing complefity of the airborne vehicle and its 
missions. To insme that en adequate safety margin for flutter truly 
exists in a new model, more and more dependence till probably be placed 
on proof flight tests, that is, on flight flutter testing of the prototype 
&craft, in the same sense that performance and fU.ght load proof tests 
srenowtmdertaken. 

In addition to providing en estate of the flutter safety mergin, 
flight flutter test- is else an ?mportant reseerch and development tool. 
Through such studies, the nature of the flutter modes on actual aircraft 
cat be identified, their stability in the region ime&Lately below the 
flutter speed can be appraised (serv2ng es a firm basis for extrapolating 
to the flutter condition), and resesrch information can be gained regarding 
the mechanical end aerodyne&c counterparts of the flutter mechanism. 

While some flight flutter testing has been undertaken by Industry in 
the past, psrticularly when st- mild flutter modes associated with 
control surfaces, it is probably correct to say that our knowledge of the 



techniques for this type testing are woefully inadequate. Stated dif- 
ferently, if the premise is accepted that flight flutter testing is an 
increasingly important research snd engineer- tool, then the conclusion 
must be drawn thatour present status of knowledge is at least an order 
of magnitude behind our requirements. 

When considering flight flutter test- as an engineering tool, the 
question of its safety at once arises. For studies of mild flutter modes, 
it is of interest to note that at least one aircraft company displays no 
hesitation whatever about flying a new model nest the flutter speed. On 
the other hand, the dangers of an improperly conducted flight flutter 
program are well illustrated by the classic van SchUppe tests, In which 
a bending-torsion wing mode was approached (and probably reached) with 
catastrophic results. 

Proponents of flight flutter testing have recently suggested certain 
new and promising experimental approaches. They point out that sxtifical. 
stability of known magnitude can be added to the system. (This is par- 
ticularly simple when dealing with movable elements such as control sur- 
faces.) By this technique, the flutter speed of the vehicle can be readily 
controlled ski raised, perhaps even to the extent of converting a violent 
(catastrophic) mode into one of the mild variety. Flight tests can then 
be conducted safely at relatively high speeds, covering the flutter regfme 
for the unmdiffed system; by studying the flight test data and subtracting 
analytfcally the effect of the artificial+ added stability, the perform- 
ance of the unmodified vehicle c&z1 be deduced. 

The procedure of controlling the system stability by artificial means, 
if successful, till obviously be a major step forward in improving the 
safety of flight flutter testing. To date, experience in this direction 
is limited to only a few trials, and these only with mild tail-surface 
modes. 

The instrumentation for flight flutter testing is, in principle, of 
a relatively straightforward nature, but considerable difficulties are 
encountered in obtatiing suitable and useful flight flutter data. Both 
sinusoidal or pulse-type excitations have been employed, and difficulty 
is realized Fn both cases in achieving suitably lerge (though not dsn- 
gerous) aircraft responses in regions of low-to-moderate stability. Both 
types of excitation have their psrticm advantages, the pulse-type 
exciter being the least expensive to install (in some cases the "stick- 
banging" technique is employed), while the sinusoidal exciter probably 
affords the more reliable overall information. 

Other instrumentation problems of flight flutter testing include the 
isolation of the sLrcraft response to forced tibration from the random 
and uncontrolled responses which accompany-flight in rough air. The prob- - 
lems of achievdng accuracy in the reduction of flight data are obviously 
connected with the signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded data, and practical - 
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me&218 are required to permit reducing flight data when this ratio is 
small. It must be appreciated that unless accuracy can be achieved in 
the flight observations in regions of low-to-moderate dsmpLng, then plan- . 
ning of the flight tests into areas near the flutter speed becomes both 
difficult and uncertain. 

It should also be mentioned that further reseezch is required to 
yfeld a better understsnding of the basic dynsn&cal considerations 
involved in flight flutter testing. Thus, when sinusoidal -excitation 
is employed, it is conventional to sweep a frequency range, wMle 
attempting to measure the response versus frequency characteristics for 
a test speed and altitude. It is lmown that the sweep rate of the exciter 
us31 distort somewhat the nature of the records obtained, and in most 
cases the speed and altitude will be continually varying. For high-speed 
testing, psrticularlywherethetkes available for atestrunere small, 
it is obvious that interpretations of the flight data must be considered 
carefully. It is also cleer that great importance is attached to an early 
identification of the violence of en approaching mode. These are but 
typical problems requirFng clarification, end eze representative of the 
type of dynamic resesrch needed to strengthen our understa&.ing of fligh+2 
flutter techniques. 

. 

While every effort is being made in this report not to overexaggerate 
the research requfrements of the flutter engineering erea, it can be stated 
without hesitation that a systematic research program on flight flutter 
testing is sn absolute necessity for the nesr future. Thfs test technique, 
because of its importance in future design, must be developed to the potit 
where it is both fruitful. end safe. A coordinated flight research end 
theoretical program, aimed at stMy3ng the performance of aircraft dis- 
playing typical flutter modes, is probably the only msrner in which the 
safety question and other pertinent matters can be clarifi&. 

SWZA!TION 

This survey and evaluation of flutter research and engineering 
attempts to appraise the present status of the "state-of-the-art," end 
suggests sreas Fn which reseerch is reqUred to close gaps in our existing 
design lmowledge. Inorderto somewhatcircumecribethe coverage of the 
report, principal consideration is given to the matters relating to fix& 
surfaces end primary controls. A listing of the more -ortent items dis- 
cussed in detail in the survey is as followe: 

1. A historical analysis of actual flutter occurrences during the 
last 10 yeezs emerienced with U. S. military aircraft reveals at least 
54 known cases. The consequences of flutter in these instances range 
from complete loss of the aircraft to moderately severe structural dsmege; 
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this in turn has resulted in delays in readying the vehicle for service 
operation (ti some cases up to 6 months), considerable expense in cor- 
recting the difficulties, as weIL as increased maintenance and/or decreased 
performance for some of the vehicles. This flutter history indicates that 
present design criteria are not completely adequate to cope with flutter 
design problems. 

On future airborne vehicles, the design demsnds of higher performance 
and new configurations msy well lead to an ticrease in the number of flut- 
ter occurrences, unless adequate design tools for their prevention are 
provided. This fIllplies that resesrch effort Fn the flutter field must 
be expanded considerably if this objective is to be met. 

2. Our present understanding of the dynsmics of flutter is ati some 
respects reasonably adequate, although many ~0rten-t qU3BtiOllS are i3ti.U 
not thoroughly understood. For example, simple and dependable methods 
for predicting whether a flutter mode is of the catastrophic or mild 
vsriety sre not yet available, and few general rules are avaFlabls to 
serve as a basis for the synthesis of optimum flutter-free aircraft sys- 
tems. Only a beg- has been made toward understanding the complica- 
tions introduced by high-speed flight ti regions where thermal effects 
are important. 

3. As a first step in a theoretical flutter analysis, the flutter 
engtieer will usually calculate the pertinent natural frequencies and 
normal vibration mode shapes of the airframe in still air. These are 
not only useful for the subsequent calculation of critical velocities, 
but are also employed for comparison with ground vibration tests; this 
latter comparison affords a valuable check on the engineer's understanding 
of the mechanical properties (inertial and structural) of the system. 

While present techniques for calculatFng normalmodes sreressonably 
successful for conventional aircraft of not too low aspect ratio, they 
are generally inadequate for the handling of very low-aspect-ratio air- 
craft, and large aircraft of flexible nature and csrryu a vsriety of 
flexibly mounted components and external stores. 

Rational methods are not presently available for estimating the 
dsmping associated with vibratory aticraft motions,- euch information gen- 
erally being obtained experimentally from the ground vibration test. This 
purely experimental treatment of the damping parameters (which may be of 
COnBiderable importance in ffxing the critical flutter speeds), does not 
completely satisfy design requirements. 

Further study is required to improve current techniques for natural 
mode studies, both from the theoretical and experimental points of view+ 
It is suggested that a systematic analytical and experimental study, 
employing representative fullA3cale vehicles, be used as a basis for 
refinement of our knowledge in this srea. 

- 
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4. The present status of knowledge ti regard to the snalytical com- 
putation of oscillatory aerodynamic flutter forces is excellent in scme 
&Tea8 SBdhCkblg kl others. Two-dimensional potential flow methods sre 
reasonably well developed with only few exceptions; however, three- 
d&men&on&L potential flow methods sre in a continuing state of flux and 
are currently being defined and evaluated. 

The two-dimensionalmethods have beenvery usefulinstties for 
large-aspect-ratio surfaces, and it appears that further research in 
this area should. be COnfined t0 Stud&k re1SkiII.g ti Special mOde pattzrnS, 
such as those involving airfo$l camber, snd to &ties of certati control- 
surface problems, such &8 buzz. 

Considerable addi.tional research is required in connection.with three- 
dimensionslpotential flowmethods, whichmethOds are badly neededby 
industry for the design of low-aspect-ratio %dngs and m-body combdna- 
tions . In this area, it appears necesssry that multiple lifting-line 
methods be employed, or that lifting-surface methods be used, these being 
readily applicable to the treatment of elastic vibration modes of a gen- 
eral character. 

Greater emphasis is also needed on studies of thfckness effects at 
highsupersonic speeds, and on the use of fndicial functions as a flutter 
tool. Attention should also be gFven to the developsnent of additional 
theories which account for viscous flow effects, such as separation. 

5. The available numerical methods for calculating critfcal veloc- 
ities from the equations?‘o~motion are reasonably adequate, and resesrch 
along these lines is progressing at a satisfactory rate. Eowever, the 
problems of evaluating the accuracy of a flutter analysis sre still formi- 
dable, and the precision of flutter analyses for unconventional configura- 
tions is still open to considerable question. Better understanding is 
required of the roles played by the mechanical and aerodynsmic character- 
istics of the airframe in the final flutter determWation. The effects 
of the various temperature regimes on flutter are understood in very 
prelimlnsryfashion only. 

6. Current methods of ground vfbration testing are reasonably satis- 
factory only when low-order vibratFon modes sre of interest, and when 
the natural frequencies ace well separated. Because of the increasFng 
complexity of modern airborne vehicles, and the need for greater quanti- 
tative accuracy in flutter prediction, difficulty is being experienced 
in maintaining adequate ground vibration test accuracies. Additional 
research effort is therefore required to develop ground vibration tech- 
niques and test equipment which is capable of exciting and measuring sU 
of the natural vibration modes of complex &borne vehicles. 



. 
'j'. Attempts to determine structural stiffnesses of airborne vehicle 

structures by measurements of static deflecttins under learn loads have 
been relatively umucces.sful due to the severe accuracy requirements. 
Present and future tiportance of the problem suggests that a substantial 
research effort be directed toward the development of adequate techniques 
and equipment for obtaining the required stiffness data. Attention must 
be given to both unheated and heated structures. 

. 

8. An examination of available experimental data on oscillatory air 
forces shows that tbis information is lagging considerably behind current 
needs, let alone future needs. Most of the experimental work has been 
done in connection with two-dimensional wings in the subsonic speed rsnge, 
andonrigidmodels. Only one piece of data exists for sn elastic model. 
A critical lack of experimental information exists in the transonic and 
supersonic speed rsnges, even for rigid models. 

The greatest need for future research lies in the measurement of 
oscillatory aFr forces and oscillatory pressure distributions on three- 
dimensional elastic mod.els (incorporating both fixed surfaces and movable 
surfaces) in aILl speed regimes. These measurements should show the results 
of flow separation and interference effects, psrticularly in the transonic 
and supersonic speed regimes. There is need for further research on two- 
dimensional wings to check theory; this applies particularly in the sub- 
sonic speed region at high angles of attack, at transonic speeds, and at 
supersonic speeds. 

9. The use of flutter models, up to the present, has been for the 
primary purpose of checking aircraft safety, as well as for limited 
research objectives. For certain configurations, flutter models have 
been used to define Mach number and dyne&c pressure trends as a function 
of flutter velocity-stiffness indices, snd for the determination of the 
flutter susceptibility of various new designs. For a variety of configu- 
rations of practical interest, however, adequate flutter model studies 
to provide design criteria and for comparison with theoretical calcula- 
tions are not available. 

The systematic use of flutter models as a basis for eVEdUa,tFng the 
accuracy of proposed flutter prediction theories is a technique which 
has not been employed to maximum advantage in the past; such studies 
wouldundoubtedly slso bring-to light directions for the improvement of 
exZsting theory. Also, the use of model studies for the synthesis of 
optimum flutter-free systems, and for the study of vsrious flutter pre- 
vention techniques has also not progressed aa rapidly as might be desired. 

There appears to be a,definite need forconsolidation and evziLuat$on 
of available experzimental data, and for extending and fi.Uing in gaps in 
existing data for various configurations, with regard to critical regions 
from the Mach number and dynamic pressure standpoint. The simulation of 
higher-order vibration modes Q&l~tter~models, of liquid fuel effects, 
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and of the effects of various temperature regimes also require further 
study before acceptable techniques csn be integrated tit0 design practice. 

Another continuing area of uncertainty in the conduct of flutter 
model tests relates to the necessity of testing complete models of an 
airborne vehicle, aa compared with the less expensive testing of components 
only, inwhichonlyapsrtofthe airframe& duplicated(it befog assumed 
that the remainder of the structure does not significantly psrticipate ti 
the flutter motion). The accuracy and validity of component testing 
requires further delineation. 

In addition to overall questions relating to the use of flutter 
models, certain problems of flutter model construction and mounting 
require solution. These include problems of mountLng models simulating 
free fLLght In the w5nd tunnel, the development of improved model excita- 
tion techniques, lightweight vibration measuring equipment, techniques 
of model construction, snd the provision of adequgte facilities for high- 
speed and thermal regime tivestigations. 

10. It is the opinion of those preparing this report that flight 
flutter testing wCU be an increasingly mortant branch of flutter engi- 
neering in the future. Because of the difficulties associated with the 
theoretical treatment of aircraft configurations of increasing complexity, 
greater emphasis will have to be placed on flight test3ng of prototype 
articles In order to insure that adequate flutter safety margins exist. 
In addition to its Fmportsnce as a design tool, flight flutter tests till 
probably be used for a vsrfety of flutter research purposes. 

Current flight flutter test techniques sre ti an early stage of 
development, and are beset with a number of practical dffficultfes per- 
taining to safety, instrumentation, and data reduction and interpretations. 
Both theoretical and experimental research is urgently needed to gain eae- 
rience andknowledge for flight flutter testing, as apreliminsrytothe 
increased utilization of this technique within the industry. 

A promising means for increasing the safety and utility of flight 
flutter testing appears to be the introduction of controlled artificial 
stability into the aircraft flutter system. Exploration of the flutter 
characteristics over the rsnge of anticipated flutter velocities can then 
be undertaken without danger, the test data then being reduced by sub- 
traction of the added srtificial stability to yield the accurate flutter 
speeds of the unstabilized atifrsme. 

While a variety of theoretical and practical questions reqtie further 
clarification, the future im$ortance of flight flutter test- should not 
be overlooked, and research should be instigated at the earliest pOBSible 
date to develop this form of prototype testing. 
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(a) Pitch-. 

Figure 2.- Availability of experImental oscillatory air forces. 
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Figure 2.- Continued. 
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(c) Control rotation. 

Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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